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critical design parameters for thermal robustness 345–346
to math-models, CAE simulations, and accelerated testing 341–366
objective 345–346
robust optimization 347–364
ANOVA table for noise factors 363
control factors and levels 350
data analysis 351–353
dT response 352
heat flux signal 353
ideal function 347–349, 348
average thermal resistance 360
heat flux response 349
optimal design 359
plot of raw data 351
reference design 359
tuned design 360
input signal 350
math-model generated data 351
noise factors 349
noise levels for CFD N1 and N2 364
prediction and confirmation 357–362
response plot
dynamic Beta 356–357
dynamic S/N 356
dynamic STB S/N 355
nondynamic STB S/N 354
response table – level sums for all noise factors 363
scope and P-diagram 347, 347

setting for reference, optimal and tuned designs 358
signal and noise strategy 349
subsystem thermal resistance (Beta) 356–357
thermal robustness (signal-to-noise) 354–356
verification 362–364
test Taguchi robust engineering methodology 346
thermal equivalent circuit
detailed 343, 344
simplified 343, 344
thermal robustness design template 345

signal factors 242, 320
levels 258
and noise strategies
for actuator robust assessment and benchmark study 290–291
for direct injection diesel injector optimization 258–259
for robust assessment 52
for robust optimization 23–32
for sequential application of robust engineering 349

varying 25
points
chart to support manufacturing tolerance decision-making 275

current total loss for 273
quality 225
and response 136
strategy 190–191
for optimization of front-wheel drive transmission for improved efficiency 190–191
signal-to-noise ratio see S/N ratio
simulation models 81–82, 250–251, 258, 264, 277

robustness 252–257
single factor with three levels 305
slurry 316, 319–320, 328–329, 331
catalyst coating process optimization for diesel catalyzed particulate traps 403–425
compounding 407
parameters 320
small DC motors 97
optimization using functionality for evaluation 97–111
Smaller-the-Better see STB
SMT (surface mount) 389–392, 394, 399, 401
S/N ratio(s) 5, 39
and Beta
computations of 39–43, 41–43, 326
for A1, A2 and A3 and plots 55
for all 18 sets of data of L18 44
for L18 data sets 43
sample of, with No. 1 data set of L18 45
concept of 43
response table for 43–48, 327
calculations 139–141, 198–200, 323
change of estimated and measured values of 185
conventional
comparison with analysis results based on standardized S/N ratio 127–131
Direct Injection Diesel injector optimization 262
dynamic 295, 356
low torque 296
and effects of ncomputable numbers 244
high and low, raw data plot for 45
prediction and confirmation based on 131, 141
response charts 47, 141, 203, 215, 310, 380–381
and \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) 144
and sensitivity analysis of data under loaded condition 105
response tables for 46, 397
and sensitivity, predicted and confirmed results on 106
standardized analysis results based on 125–128
comparison with analysis based on conventional S/N ratio 127–131
determining of sensitivities 125
determining of standardized S/N ratio 124
application to engine mounting system 175–178
coefficient of first term of sensitivity based on 129
concept of analysis based on 124
and conventional S/N ratio 128
data format for determining 125
data format for determining sensitivity based on 126
data reset for analysis using 139
graphs of factorial effects for six level changes 89
with optimum conditions used as standard 92
with wide level ranges 87
iterative application to engine mounting system 178–181
post-processing 159–165
prediction and confirmation based on 131
with respect to survival space 82–86
response graphs based on 130
thermal robustness 354–356
SOFC (solid oxide fuel cell) system 336
solenoid(s) 280, 300
simple 301
solid oxide fuel cell see SOFC system
spin losses 192
distribution in automatic transmission 192
spring deformation vs. load characteristics, example of 81
spring mass model 66–67
nonlinear 81
response validation 72, 75–77
baseline 71
spring mass model (Continued)
simplified: creation and validation 70–71
for vehicle offset impact event 71
spring stiffness updating, control factor
level application for 73
standardized S/N ratio graphs of factorial effects
for six level changes 89
with optimum conditions used as standard 92
with wide level ranges 87
STB (Smaller-the-Better) 74, 348, 354–356, 361
dynamic 355
nondynamic 354
steering
angle on steering wheel 135
control loop behavior, intended 154
information 134
speed–steering torque characteristic 136
system, next-generation: optimization
of using computer simulation 133–145
torque on steering wheel 135
response graph on 138
steering effort function see SEF
strategy for varying signal and noise 25
subsystem(s)
diagram of (coupling factor in vehicle theft using DFSS) 228
level optimization
by OEMs 95–234
by suppliers 235–389
thermal resistance (Beta) 356–357
supplier competition and pressure switch module normally open feasibility 367–385
suppliers, subsystems level optimization by 235–385
surface mount see SMT
switching losses 300
Synform 372
system design technique 241–246
parameter design diagram 241, 242
Taguchi, Dr. Genuchi 1–4, 8, 55, 86, 110–111, 132, 134, 145, 207, 241, 281, 290, 394
Taguchi designs 2
Taguchi loss function 269, 272, 273
for dynamic tolerance design 277
application of standard S/N ratio 175–178
iterative 178–181
recommendations for 277
test Taguchi robust engineering methodology 342, 346
Taguchi two-step optimization 201, 346, 354, 357, 378
tape measure spring windings to torque relationship 283
TCU (transmission control unit) 368
technique on modeling 240
and time increase 35
test
data 375–376
equipment 281–284
planning 62
stand layout 190
thermal equivalent circuit 342, 345, 347
detailed 343, 344
simplified 343, 344
thermal loads see TLs
thermal resistance 349, 351, 357–358
average 360
subsystem 356–357
thermal robustness 341–342, 351, 357–358, 364–365
critical design parameters 345–346
design template 345
signal-to-noise 354–356
three-point engine mounting system 175, 185
time and temperature increase 35
TLs (thermal loads) 341, 345
tolerance design 13–15
of Direct Injection Diesel injector optimization 268–78
ANOVA for each injection point 269
factors and experimental layout 269
factors and levels 270
loss function 269–270
dynamic 270–271
experimental layout 270
signal point vs. dynamic 269
signal point by signal point 269–270
tolerancing 13
braking 30, 39, 52–53
load fixture 283
required for operation, reduction in 123
steering 135–139, 142–145, 154–156, 163–164, 168, 171
tape measure spring windings to relationship 283
total sum of squares 39, 41, 45, 119, 125, 362
decomposition of 42
traditional product development 32, 237
traditional design technique 239, 240
training, education and 58, 61–62
transformation of energy 6, 8, 10–12, 21, 30, 39, 43, 104, 107, 189, 191, 199, 209
of information 7–8, 10, 21
transmission control unit see TCU
tubular reformer 316
Tulsa, Oklahoma 403, 405, 406, 416, 417, 419, 420, 421
tuned optimal design, initial design and 144–145
tuning 2, 93, 134, 136, 147–148, 151, 153, 155, 157, 279, 346, 358, 365, 379
to targeted value 142–144
catalyst slurry coating process optimization 415
Direct Injection Diesel injector 259–263, 263
discrete floating MOS gate driver 311
and energy response 35
reformer washcoat adhesion on metallic substrates 323–329
unloaded (idling) condition, evaluation under 99–100, 103–106, 110
validity of formulations, data set and graphs for checking 31
valve assembly 147–149, 152–154, 168
design 152–153, 157–158, 160–162, 164–166
for Future Truck program 152
exploded view of typical 153
VATS (Vehicle Anti-Theft System) 224
VDI see vehicle anti-theft system
VECD see vehicle engine compartment displacement
vehicle
(crash performance 65
(crash responses 66

Index
vehicle (Continued)

- crush zone classification 70
- dash intrusion (VDI) 69, 70
- engine compartment displacement (VECD) 69, 70
- full validation of round 3 optimized dash intrusion 76
- full validation of round 3 optimized impact performance 76
- full validation of round 3 optimized results 75
- impact design 66
- impact velocity (VV) 70
- level of optimization 63–94
- offset crashworthy design, optimization of using simplified analysis model 65–78
- offset impact, stepwise implementation of DFSS optimization for 67–76
- stiffness demand 65
- theft, improving coupling factor using DFSS 223–234
- verification 218–219
- phase 204
- test conditions 205
- vibration spectrum 173, 177, 179–180, 182

- before and after optimization 177, 179
- variation of 180
- X3, change of 182
- X10, change of 182
- visual scoring 390–391, 394–398, 400
- VoC see Voice of Customer
- Voice of Customer (VoC) demands 65
- VV see vehicle impact velocity

- washcoat 405, 409
- adhesion on metallic substrates 315–340
- composition 320
- wear 8, 11, 287, 290, 296
- WEEE 390
- Whack-a-Mole Development Process 32

- X3
- change of control factors for 183
- change of vibration spectrum 182
- X10
- change of control factors for 184
- change of vibration spectrum 182
- Xerox 5

- Youden Square 188, 193–194, 206

- “Zebra” actuator 287, 292, 294–296
- ZTA (zirconia toughened alumina) 317